
B E I N G

find your tribe & create
deep connections

Notes: 
We have basic needs for
belonging and
connection.

Relationships and social
support are key to well-
being  and directly relate
to physical and mental
health, so actively
cultivate your relational
life!

A tribe can include
friends, family, a therapist
and/or coach,  a book club
group…you name it!

Practice curiosity and
interpersonal
compassion.

BONDING EMOTIONS NORTH STARINVESTMENT GRATITUDE  

adopt a strengths-based
approach-- foster
gratitude

Notes: 
Leaning into the positive,
and positively
reappraising yourself and
others, can create  an
“upward spiral” of positive
emotion that improves
mental and physical
health. 

This does not mean ignore
hard truths and reality, it
just means that adopting a
stance of “realistic
optimism” and embracing
gratitude serves an
adaptive purpose and
makes us feel better. 

The study of resilience
supports this approach.It
impacts mindsets and  
immune systems!  

show up for yourself,
practice self-
compassion along with
the many investments
you make in others
Notes: 
Most of us are better at
expressing compassion for
others than for
ourselves. 

Do you narrate self-
compassionate acts as
selfish, negotiate yourself
out of them, or avoid
expressing your needs?

Investing in yourself with
a gentle, self-nurturing
approach goes a long way
for your health .

Practice your version of
self-care . Take baby steps
and try to ditch the
judgement.

cultivate emotional
literacy, dexterity, &
regulation

Notes: 
These skills majorly
support mental and
physical health and well-
being 

This category is one of the
most important to model
for our children in order
to help them develop
emotional dexterity.

The full range of positive
and negative emotions
provide clues to what we
need and want. they
affect learning, marriage,
job success, and more. 

align your actions to
your purpose & values--
Seek meaning 

Notes: 
What matters to you in
the big picture? This is not
to say that everything you
do needs to be tied to your
deeper purpose—that isn’t
realistic! But when we get
clear about and lean into
guiding principles, the
positive effects are great.

Zoom in and out--are the
things that you spend the
bulk of your time on
generally connected to
your bigger picture
purpose and values? 

What is your process for
managing moments when
your values conflict?



H U M A N

HALT UNCOVER MODEL ACKNOWLEDGE NAVIGATE

embrace “the power of
the pause”

Notes: 
This will help you
interrupt the automatic
and make space for  
intentional, and perhaps
different, responses.

Remember Vicktor Frankl:
“Between stimulus and
response there is a space.
In that space lies our
power to choose our
response. In our response
lies our growth and
freedom.”

This one is incredibly
important for parents of
teenagers...and oh so
hard...so don’t forget
your intrapersonal
awareness and
compassion here!

determine next right
steps (this “action”
might even be restraint!)

Notes: 
Experiment with asking
for what you need. maybe
ask for help, share
feelings, apologize, set a
boundary…

Is it time to self soothe (in
healthy ways!)...or to
focus on someone else and
get out of your head
(different than
avoidance)?

Do you need or want
connection, advice, or
information (i.e., is it time
to “phone a friend” or up-
skill)?

Is restraint or a pause
(space) the best next step? 

Is it time to look back at
your North Star or check-
in with someone else?

“name it to tame it”

Notes:
You have  exercised
awareness, now work on
acknowledgement as a
step toward acceptance
and possible change.

Why are you doing or
saying something? How
does it relate to your
values, needs, hopes, and
dreams? (You can keep
doing it, just know WHY
and proceed with
intention.)

Major bonus: Naming
feelings and thoughts
activates your front
(executive) brain
networks and helps calm
your nervous system
down so you can think
more clearly.

Ask yourself what you
need, want, hope,
value
How do your positive
and negative emotions
feel in your body?
What are they
signaling?

find the signal in the
noise; connect mind &
body; mine for insight

Notes: 
What are your body, mind,
and brain telling you?
check-in with yourself at
intervals throughout
each day.

When conflict, or
uncomfortable and
confusing feelings arise:

model introspection &
intention 

Notes:  
What blind and sore spots
may be fueling your
interpretations &
automatic responses?  

Identify and challenge
assumptions.

Is there something to
address or own? Do you
need to initiate an
emotional repair?

Are you modeling
curiosity and compassion? 

What “emotional
inheritance” are you
passing along? 


